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;: ABSTRACT
One of the major factors driving the evolutionary design of wind tur-
bines is the cost of energy (COE). The COE for electriclty produced by
: any means is based on three primary factors: capital costs plus oper-
_ atlng and malntenance (O&M) costs divided by the number of kilowatt
hours produced per year. Obviously an increase in production of energy
.. has the positive effect of decreasing the cost of energy produced by a
wind turbine.
A research effort has been established to determine the possible
/" methods of increasing energy capture without affecting the turbine
•_: design. The emphasis has been on optimizing the wind turbine operating
,: strategy. The operating strategy embodies the startup and shutdown
algorithm as well as the algorithm for determining when to yaw (rotate)
the axis of the turbine more directly into the wind.
_. Using data collected at a number of sites, the time-dependent simula-
tion of a MOD-2 wind turbine using various, slte-dependent operating
_i_i strategies has provided evidence that site-specific fine tuning can
i- produce significant increases in long-term energy capture as well as
: reduce the number of start-stop cycles and yawing maneuvers, which may
result in reduced fatigue and subsequent maintenance.
:"' INTRODUCTION
The economic viability of wind power in the current and future market
, is a multifaceted question and may be a function of the intended use by
' a utility and the utilities' own-operating strategy. These factors
_ aside D the optimization of a large wind turbines' computer controlled
operating strategy could produce the desirable effect of increased
energy production and decreased wear on the machine. At a recent Wind
_o (a) Pacific Northwest Laboratory is operated for the U.$. Department of
Energy under Contract DE-ACO6-76RLO 1830 by Battelle Memorial
Institute.
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: Turbine Designers Workshop held in Seattle, several ongint:ers from
industry emphasized that tile primary factor to be reconciled with In
designing a wind turbine is cost of electl lvtty (COE). This cost is
estimated on the basis of interest rata on m,_aey borrowed, the capital
:','" equipment cost, the annual operation and maintenance cost and the
energy produced.
% :;
"° Current estimates of the cost of capital (or actually cost of borrowing
(",.iL money) to an investor-o_med utility have risen to 20 to 22%, The O&M
costs for large wind turbines, such as a MOD-2, are estimated to be
-':_' between $20 and 25 thousand per year. Using the hundredth-unlt cost
..%...
'_.'. for a MOD-2 wind turbine and an energy capture of 6 GWh per year, we
'.d_--
-',_: can calculate the cost of electricity as"
=#,
:-'-,:..:'": 106
",'!_t::: C.O.E. = 0"20 ($2_.0 X 1_ + $25,000. = $0.07 kwh
6 x 106 kWh
;...... It is obvious from the form of the equation that any percentage increase
_!:::_ in energy capture results in an equal percentage decrease in COE.
;':":"! ancillary studies to determine ways to optimize wind turbine operating
strategies as well as providing guidance to candidate site wind measure-
ment strategies and recognition of the scales of atmospheric motion
_ii_.: which affect wind turbine, operations.
(_"
_": ! BACKGROUND
J'_",7:
i_oo..i
-_..".' Research in wind energy seems to have been focused on two distinct yet
....:"::_ different scales or areas: wind resource assessment and wind turbine
:7_:" dynamics. The end-user, in almost all cases a utility, has requirements
:-;,:." and standards which are in a totally different time frame. The areas
" which have received emphasis can easily be equated to scales of atmo-
i_i:,:.' spheric motion illustrated in Figure I.
:: Resource assessments are typically based on a.monthly, seasonal, and/or
_,:,,, annual bases. This corresponds to space scales of thousands of kilo-
,,:. meters and would fall into the lower left hand portion of Figure I.
:"I blachlne dyna.4ics or loads on the other hand, are most concerned with
-"_! second to minute and at most, hourly avera_ time scales. The time
"!: frame between a few seconds and a month or slightly less are of major
" and frequently occurring atmospheric phenomena occur in that "window"
"',,: and could impact a utlllty, a model, or inert approprlate_ a simulation
_,_1, of the current generation of large wind turbine, the MOD-2, wasi-
deve 1
.,: ._, aped.
• , L ,
.(... 'r.E _toDm_
.... First reported a year ago [1] the original model has evolved but on,ly
,::, ,n terms of otttput prodttct:s. Figure 2 [s a narrative flow diagram of
i.
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the MOD-2 simulation, The attributes of this simulation are that it
' takes into account all of the losses incurred by the MOD-2 in its start
up, yawing and shut down strategy as well as seasonal atmospheric
density depending on the site under investigation and losses due to
wind being off-axls. Currently the program is set up to run using the
DOE 2 mln candidate site data since they consist of a variety of high
wind resource sites with continuous data for as much as 2 to 2-1/2 yr. .
: Though 2 mln instantaneous data may not be an accurate representation
of the true 2 mln average wind speed and therefore may give somewhat
: biased short-term statistics_ the assumption that the instantaneous
value l__ssrepresentative of the 2 min average wind speed will not cause
any significant effects in the long run.
The MOD-2 simulation model is initialized in an interactive mode.
'_ Since all the candidate site data are in an existing flle_ the site and
period of interest are input as well as variations one may want to
impose such as changing the maximum directional (yaw) error or motoring
the generator. Figure 3 is a presentation of a typlcal interactive
session. Upon execution the first data sample is read in and some
quality checks are made to assure that the data is reasonable. Assum-
ing the data is good and the wind speed > 6.26 ms-l_ the program deter-
mines the length of time over which the wind speed must be integrated
before a "startup" can proceed. The time required is a function of the
339
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_ _ wind speed and if the wind speed increases sufficiently during the
_l
_ integration period, that period is shortened commensurately. If the
i; :, average speed is inadequate or "limit" criteria have been exceeded then
_., the wind speed integration is relnltialized. If on the other hand all
! "_:_.i criteria have been met for a startup the program tells the "turbine" to
;:'_ start its hydraulic pumps. This operation on a real MOD-2 takes 2 min
i _ between command and the hydraulic system being ready to operate. The
i_!: next step is to yaw the turbine into the wind (+ 5°) except for the
,:." very first startup at which time the turbine is assumed perfectly
•"_:._ aligned with the first wind direction. In reality a MOD-2 wind turbine
_// can be yawed 15° mln -I and therefore if the yaw error is less than 30 °
,._'_" the model simply assumes that the yaw manuever has occurred between
-:_. successive data p_ints and prints out such a message. Once any yaw
_;:_., error has been accounted for and the hypothetical "brake" released, the
[,_,:,._ model computes the length of time required for the turbine blade to
i-_, come up to synchronous speed and begin generating electricity. Once on
" line the model will continue to simulate all the yaw manuevers as well
_ _1 _: as the power out for as long as 6.04 ms-I < wind speed < 20.12 ms-I.
Figure 4 shows the characteristic curve of MOD-2 power out versus wind
i'_'- speed. In Figure 4 it appears there are two cut-ln speeds. In fact,
!_,o one is the cut-ln speed (14 mph) while the lower speed (13.5 mph) is
_, . , actually the low speed cut-out. The MOD-2 is unique in that it is the
:_,. first multimegawatt, upwind turbine thereby casting the nacelle mounted
• control anemometers in a "wind shadow" once the turbine blades begin to
_,: rotate. Because of this, once on line, the turbine becomes its own
control anemometer. Low speed shut down occurs not when a minimum
,: apparent wind speed is reached but rather when the turbine output power
reaches < 125 kW. To simulate the MOD-2 the wind data are used to cal-
culate power out by the polynomial:
" PkW = -541.0 - 93.5 V + 39.2 V2 - 0.909 V3
'kU
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FIGURE 4. OUTPUT POWER CHARACTEEISTICS VERSUS WIND SPEED FOE A MOD-2
to the limit PkW = 2500. Above 12.3 ms-I, rated on the MOD-2, the
i_ s_nulatlon maintains constant power up to a wlnd speed of 20.12 ms-I
. above which the turbine Is cut off llne and brought to a stop. On a '
hlgh speed cut offp the wind speed average must be below approximately
18.3 ms-I for at least 4 min before the turbine is brought back on
llne. During those periods when the simulated MOD-2 Is online and
generating the model is keeping track of the wind direction and the
actual yaw angle of the wind turbine. If the average yaw error Is
between± 7° and _ 20° the turbine will be yawed dlrectly into the wlnd
: after 5 mln. If the error exceeds + 20 ° for 30 s a correction Is
• applled immediately. In these cases 6 mln and 2 mln are used respec-
tlvely due to the data base. Though thls appears to introduce some
error the tlme required for the wlnd turbine to be yawed (at 15° mln -I)
uses up the majority of the time difference In either case. Also
during periods when the simulated turbine is online a cosine correction
• for the yaw error is applied to the wlnd speed before power out is
computed.
Atmospheric density effects are applled seasonally. These were calcu-
lated from NASA Standard Atmosphere data. Th_ density correction is
only applied to the power producing wlnd but not to the wind speed data
, prior to power production. Since both cup and propeller anemometers
are zero-balance devices they have been shown to be essentially unaf-
fected by density at least up to altitudes well above any anticipated
turbine site. Therefore the startup strategy would be unaffected
; unless It were intentionally modified but the turbine output would be
reduced as a function of density.
. APPLICATION OF _HEMODEL
During the evolutlonary development of the MOD-2 simulation model it
was applied to diverse candidate slte data. Output products include
(if desired) a hard copy mlnute-by-mlnute account of the status of the
HOD-2 for each datum, Analysis and interpretation of such a product
led to the concept of computer optimization of large wind turbine
342
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operating strategies. As described in the prececding section the
MOD-2 simulated operating strategy accounts for the following:
" Cut-in -tlle time beLween initialization and power generation is
., in three steps: 1) integrating the wind speed data before
turning on the hydraulic pumps; 2) turning on the pumps and
yawing tile machine into the wind and 3) determining the
length of time required for the rotor blade to reach synchro-
_ nous speed.
,, Yaw manuevers - also a function of time, handles the modelled
positioning of the turbine with respect to the wind direction
and reduces the power out by reducing the apparent wind speed
" by the cosine of the error.
Turbine shutdown- occurs when power out drops below 125 kW or the
wind speed corrected for density exceeds 20.12 ms-I.
;ii Obviously no modification of the design of a MOD-2 could be anticipated
_ or tolerated in modifying the operating strategy. The initial step was
to run the model for a complete year at a number of sites. Five sites
were chosen on the basis of different topography and/or somewhat unique
<_ wind regimes. The sites chosen were, Holyoke, MA, Ludlngton, MI,
Kingsley Dam, NB, Clayton, NM, and San Gorgonlo Pass, CA. Results of
three of these simulations are shown in Figure 5. Subsequently single
months from each site characterized by the smallest amount of missing
data, were picked for further testing.
-_; Investigation of the distribution of yaw errors led the authors to
believe that reducing or increasing the yaw error limits may serve to
.:... increase energy production without prohibitive increases in the number
of yaw manuevers. The simulation was once again run on each site for
" a selected month varying the allowable maxlmumyaw error from the base
20° to i0°, 15 °, and 25°. The results are tabulated in Table i,
; Section A.
_ The second set of modifications involved the startup strategy. The
standard (base case) algorithm for determining the wind speed integra-
" tion period is a function of wind speed varying linearly from I0 min at
• 6.26 ms-I to 2 min at 20.12 ms-I . This was modified such that the
2 min upper limit occurred at rated wind speed, 12.3 ms -I. Further,
:. besides running the model with the original 20 ° yaw error limit a
'." second set of runs with a i0° yaw error limit was run. Results of
these tests are given in Table I, Section B.
Jd
; The third sequence of tests had a dual purpose. Start/stop cycles and
yaw manuevers, however necessary, are believed to be large contributors
'. to fatigue and maintenance. In an attempt to reduce false starts and
__ possibly increase energy produ,.tion simultaneously, the wind speed
integratlon period at cut-ln speeds was increased to 12-mln. Further,
both I0° and 20° upper yaw error limit cases were run for comparison.
The results can be seen in Table I, Section C.
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The last two attempts to modify the MOD-2 operating strategy are of a !
somewhat speculative nature and, though quite different in philosophy
" are quit_ similar in nature. Both-eases wcr_ run with only the 20" 1
maximum yaw error (base eas_). The d_fferenccs can b_ Identifled by
:. equating the modifications to a passive and an active method of
accomplishing the same goal. In the passive case tho low spcod
cut-off (6.04 ms -I) was invoked by a two-sample (4-mln) average rachor
than a single datum while the active method utilized the oynchronous
generator as a motor to keep the rotor speed up. While the passive
case was equivalent to allowing the turbine to free-wheel for short
periods, the active case used power equivalent to a 200-hp electric
motor (P.F. _ 0.8) to keep rotor speed up. In this case the power
+ consumed in the "motoring" mode was subtracted from the accumulated
_,. power produced. In the motoring case the turbine was allowed to motor
;: for up to 4-mln at every shutdown. If in fact the turbine experienced
positive torque-winds > 6.26 ms'l--the motoring was immediately cut-off.i
+ While it is known that a MOD-2 could be operated in the motoring mode,
.
the passive or free-wheellng mode may in fact add unnecessary stresses
{7 to the turbine and support structure.
• Results from the five sites for both modes of operation are listed in
Table 1, Section D.
t. DISCUSSION
.i . During the course of this study a number of unexpected results surfaced
which, though somewhat outside the scope of this report, are worth
_. reporting. Though the HOD-2 simulation model is undoubtedly subject to
::i the vagaries of the 2 mln instantaneous data, the only minor effect is
j likely to be in the number of low speed start/stop cycles. Otherwise
for periods of the order of less than a week and longer the effects of
the data should be minimized if distingulshable at all. As mentioned
:: earlier the first step in this study after development of the computer
model was to pick some sites and run a base case "bench-mark" against
which all variations of the operating strategy could be compared. The
result of each site's run included annual cumulative total kilowatt
hours produced. These results did not account for missing data.
i." Assuming the missing data over the period of i yr were scattered ran-
:: domly throughout the whole sample the resulting total was normalized by
L," the ratio of time the machine was "on-line" versus "off-line" (a per-
i, centage) multiplied by the total time missing multiplied by the site
+:. average power and adding that to the power produced. Figure 6, the
:..... power duration curves for the five sites, also gives the resulting OWh
•: produced using the site hourly average wind speeds. The annual power
i:,+.;i production for these sites resulting from the annual operating strategy
simulatlon are shown in Table 2.
+
"_. The dot on each power duration curve is the annual average power for
+" the site. Figure 7 shows the normalized wind frequency distribution
and the site annual average wind speed and average power derived from
the hourly average wind speed. Table 3 gives these values and the
_"_" values calculated from the MOD-2 simulation model.
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FIGURE 6. IIOURI,Y DISTRIBUTION OF POWER OIIT OF A MOD-2 BASED ON DATA
FROM 45.7 M IIEItIHT. THE NI_IBER BELOW THE SITE NAblE IS THE
NUMBER OF _IWh (106 kwh) OF ENERGY PRODUCTION ANNUALLY. THE
ABSCISSA IS THE PERCENT TIME THE TURBINE IS EQUAL TO OR
CREATER THAN THE POWER LEVEL ON THE ORDINATE.
TABLE 2. ANNUAL MOD-2 POWER PRODUCTION CONPUTED TWO WAYS
Hourly Average Operating Strategy Difference
:. Site __ (G___)...... Simulation (GWH) ..... (%)__
Kingsley, NB 4.59 2.93 -36
, Clayton, NM 5.72 2.87 -51
llolyoke, MA 5.34 9
.... 90 -46
Ludlngton, MI 7.24 6.27 -14
San Corgonlo, CA ?.19 7.60 + 6
The Interesting point evidenced in Figures 6 and 7 and Tables 2 and 3 iu
that tile resulting dlfferenees appear to be uncorrelated with topography,
altitude or geographic location. Tile results obtained by modlfyin8 the
operating ._trategies may offer a clue. Examining Table i on a site by
_ite basis one notes that at tim Ho,lyoke, MA site the greatest gain in
power (with the exception of the free-wheeling and motoring cases)
-: comes from the _:_horter integration time at st.artup (Section B). Though
there is a concomitant increase in number of yaws, that increase is
_, tolt, rably small. The increase In power leads one to believe that tile
characterlstlc wind rises in velocity fairly rapidly from less than
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l_, DATA (SOLID LINE) AND THE NASA MODIFIED WEIBULL DISTRIBU-
: TION BASED ON THE ANNUAL MEAN WIND SPEED (DASHED LINE).
-'-_'_-._. V" IS THE ANNUAL MEAN WIND SPEED (ms -I ) AND P IS THE
J_'i" AVERAGE ANNUAL WIND POWER(kW).
_:I ' TABLE 3. AVERAGE POWER FROM A MOD-2 FOR FIVE
_.i. SITES CALCULATED TWO WAYS
.._.. -
Hourly Average Simulation
_'l: Wind Speed Average Difference
*; Site .... (kWl. __- = -- ---- (kW) _ --(Z)
_l_" Kingsley, NB 524 334 -36
___ ,
Clayton, NB 653 319 -51
='l 'C ' Holyoke, MA 610 331 -46
:o ,. Ludington, Ml 827 707 -14
2_,_.i San Gorgonio, CA ...I 868 + 6
*< cut-in but Judging from the lower power produced with a i00 maximum yaw
= .... error further leads to the belief that the directional variability is
: quite high. Assuming that is true the machine apparently "chases" the
"l wind while concurrently losing energy. The increase in power shown by
.... free-wheeling over motoring further indicates the wind speed must be in
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' '. SUHHARY AND ' ' 'IONLON(,I,US
:. : In the limited space available in this forum it is quite difficult to
" paiuta very exact, interpretative picture of the design, development_
utilizat los and results of the use of something like the computer model
=" " .' of the bleD-2 wind tttrbine., The model was developed in a logical manuer
+.%' aud as It was pttL to more slid nlor_2 use more and more output products
evolved° Host of these products have been left out of this report. As
OI; the present our invost:tsation has centered on simple power produc-
i.. tlon and the effects of changes to the production as well as those
'-" attributes which may affect the structural dynamics of such a turbine.
-_.:i:+ These results art, foulld In Table 1, Sections Bs C, and D and example
+:, lnterpretatl.ons found in tile Discussion section. The results presented
T:,+..'.: here clearly indicate that site specific, relatively short-term wind
-_+'+ t'llaractertstJcs do have an effect: on energy production from a HOD-2
¢:::'T,,: wind turbine aad the operat.tng strategy can be refined to increase
_:: power product [on without tutolerable increases in stress producing
_i • manuevers. 1.'urt.her+ though uni+eported here studies of the modeled
_. el, orations of a NOD-2 are poJntLllB out tile differences and similarities
..., In the larger (synoptic) scale effects Otl wind characteristics at
+ spool f It' Hilt,}; Huch that ,It+ the future, armed with a proper under-
,.,,_ standing el" large wind turbine operating characteristics the scientific
:+ cotrmmulty can better ewtluate expected performance on the basis of
, ,,_ hourly data.
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